C5 Black Fang’s
Thank you for purchasing SacCityCorvette’s Fang’s.
Your Fang’s are made of a high impact superior performance plastic. It is stress
and impact resistance over a wide range of temperatures. Most importantly it is 6
times more resistant to abrasion than steel. Your Fang’s give full coverage
protection of your front skid bars. Installation only takes a few minutes and you will
have the best protection available.

Installation Instructions
Raise front of Corvette so that you have access to the 4 front Center Air Dam retaining bolts.

Fig 1 Using a 10mm socket remove center Air Dam.
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Fig 2 One of your Black Fangs has two holes in it. That one is the left or drivers
side. On the left skid plate remove the air pump bracket bolt. Pry the bracket away from
the skid plate just enough to slip the Fang between the bracket and the skid plate, about
1/8 inch. Fit the front of the Fang onto the skid plate first then slip the rear between the
air pump bracket. Slip the Fang back and forth to get the best fit on the skid plate.

Fig 3 Reinstall the air pump bolt but don’t tighten it.
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Fig 4 Install the air dam by temporarily installing the bolt on the right side to help hold it
up while on the left side install the supplied washer between the Fang and the air dam
bracket. Just hand tighten for now. Install the right side Fang in the same manner.
Remember to slide it back and forth to get the best fit on the skid bar. No retainer is
necessary on the front of the Fangs.

Fig 5 Reinstall the air dam center brackets.
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Now tighten down the left side air dam/Fang bolt. Then push up on the Fang and tight the
air pump bracket bolt. Now move to the right side and hold the Fang tight against the skid
bar while tightening the air dam/Fang bolt.
Do not over tighten.
Thats it! You now have the best Skid Bar protection available for your C5 Corvette.
Contact us with questions or comments!
Sales@saccitycorvette.com

SacCityCorvette.com
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